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Introduction

Indigenous knowledge--the local knowledge that has been
institutionalized, built upon, and passed from one generation to
the next--provides small-scale farmers with the basis for their
agricul tural decision-making . Agricultural scientists and 'planners
now recognise that by recording indigenous knowledge systems, we
can work with and through them to improve communications between
agricultural researchers and extension staff and the farmers
themselves.
Nigeria has a valuable, but largely untapped, reservoir of
indigenous agricultural and natural resources experience and
knowledge. Development planners and policy makers are beginning to
recognize the need to understan4 the existing knowledge systems and
decision-making processes as they focus their attention on smallscale agricultural producers.
These knowledge systems influence
current farming practices and responses of farmers to agricultural
and natural
resource policy initiatives and technological
innovations.
Nigeria has taken important steps to recognize that its
indigenous knowledge systems are a national resource that represent
the keys to more effective approaches to development. The African
Resource Centre for Indigenous Knowledge (ARCIK) was recently
established at the Nigerian Institute of Social and Economic
Research under the directorship of Professor Adedotun Phillips.
ARCIK will be providing leadership in the area of indigenous
African knowledge systems both within Nigeria and across the
continent as a whole.
Recently Dr. oyetunj i Aboyade, Chairperson for Nigeria I s
Presidential Advisory Committee, noted that "the colonial--almostracist--caricature of the African peasant as a lazy, ignorant,
culture-bound, and irrational economic agent has now given way to
a new respect for his indigenous harmony with his natural
environment in a way that minimizes his risks both as a producer
and as a consumer. We have also learnt from experience that it is
easier to throw money at the problems of smallholder agriculture
than to painstakingly try and understand its logic, and build
gradually on the established farming system ...
We now know and
gracefully accept that the smallholder farmer and his farming
system must be the centerpiece of the policy analyst as well as the
operational focus of the research scientist. We also acknowledge
that these problems are probably the most daunting that the
development community has so far faced" (Aboyade 1991: 9-10).
Dr. Bede Okigbo, Director of the Programme for Natural
Resources in Africa, The United Nations University, remarked that
it is "essential that in the development of sustainable
agricultural production in Africa the existing systems ..• are
studied and understood.
Based on such studies, the various
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underlying proceses that made them sustainable can be identified
and improved upon through research" (Okigbo 1991: 19).
Because soil is the foundation of agriculture and the basis
for the management of the natural environment, it provides a
convenient focal point for the study of Nigerian indigenous
agricultural and natural resource management knowledge systems.
Soils are also the most important limiting constraint for
agricultural production in Africa according to Dr. Okigbo.
"African soils exhibit a range of physical, chemical, and
nutritional deficiencies ... Their management under increasing
population
pressure
constitutes
a
major
constraint
to
sustainability in agricultural production" (Okigbo 1991: 26).
Some of the best pioneering work on indigenous soil
classification and management systems has been conducted by
Nigerians.
Dr. David Atte, University of Ilorin, has recorded a
wide variety of Yoruba knowledge systems (1980, 1989). Dr. M.A.
A. Osunade, a geographer, and Dr. A. A. Amusan, a soil scientist,
at Obafemi Awolowo University in Ile-Ife, have been involved in
indigenous soil classification and soil management techniques among
small-scale agriculturalists in the southwestern section of Nigeria
(see Osunade 1988). Dr. Tunji Titilola has analyzed the economic
value of working with and through such systems to enhance the
effectiveness of agricultural development efforts (Titilola 1990).
currently at the International Institute of Tropical Agriculture is
Dr. Karen Dvorak who has done some of the most detailed work
available on indigenous soil management systems in south India
during her time at ICRISAT (Dvorak 1988).
A growing number of soil scientists and social scientists are
collaborating on indigenous soil classification and management
studies. Some of the most development oriented studies are taking
place in Africa. The studies by Dr. PhillipS-Howard and Dr. Kidd
at the Jos Plateau Environmental Resources Development Programme
are very important and factor significantly into this report (see
PhillipS-Howard and Kidd 1991).
Similar detailed studies are
currently taking place in the Benin Republic (see Dangbegnon and
Browers 1991a, band C; Floquet and Agli 1991). The Institute of
Agricultural Research at Ahmadu Bello University is collaborating
with the International Institute of Tropical Agriculture (see
IAR/IITA 1990) on a study based on indigenous Hausa soil
categories.
Soil samples representative of the indigenous
categories are currently being analyzed at IITA.
other recent work on indigenous soil management in Africa
include studies in Mali (Ayers 1992), Zimbabwe (Nyamapfene 1983),
Senegambia
(carney 1991), and Zambia (Kerven, Dolva, and Renna
1992). Camacho and Herve (1991) as well as Guillet et al. (1992)
have been involved in similar efforts in Peru and Posey (1991) and
Hecht (1990) in the Amazon.
Yoder's work (1990) among the Old
Order Amish in Iowa is another pioneering effort. Survey work by
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Warren (1991)
and Innis (1992) clearly indicate the costeffectiveness of taking the time and effort to understand and
record existing systems in a development context.
The Research Project

A survey of the existing literature clearly indicates that
farmers understand many properties of the soils they manage. They
distinguish soils from one another on the basis of identifiable
properties such as surface horizon, colour, taste, texture, and
generalized drainage regime.
However, the terms characterizing
soils and soil properties differ by ethnicity and may even carry
different meanings in different localities within the same ethnic
group.
Gender variations may also exist in these systems. Many
indigenous agricultural knowledge systems also reflect soil-crop
relationships.
The fact that indigenous soil classification
systems differ within and among ethnic groups, and by gender, has
important ramifications for agricultural and natural resource
management planning, research and extension.
This study was designed to record indigenous knowledge of
soils and soil-crop relationships in four ecological zones of
Nigeria, the tropical rain forest at Ara in Osun state and Ayepe in
Oyo state, the high plateau at Richa south of Jos in Plateau state,
the savannah at Zaria, and the inland valley of Bida. Indigenous
knowledge of soil properties and other factors believed to be
important to crop production, control of soil erosion, and soil
management was to be recorded. A third objective was to identify
indigenous soil classification criteria and vocabulary used by male
and female farmers to describe soil properties. This objective was
not met and it is recommended that a follow-up study by a female
researcher be conducted in the same . sites. The final objective was
to identify perceptions of indigenous knowledge about soils and its
potential role in facilitating communication with small-scale
farmers by agricultural extension staff and researchers working
near the three research locations.
One aspect of the research design was to work with soil
scientists who could collect soil samples representative of the
indigenous soil categories. The results of the soil analyses would
provide a clearer indication of comparability between indigenous
and scientific soil categories.
This could be very helpful to
extension workers as well as agricultural researchers. In Plateau
state, the principal of the Federal Soil Conservation School at
Kuru, Dr. Sylvester Oparaguo, was able to come to Richa and collect
soils.
These samples have been sent to the University of Durham
for analysis.
In Zaria, soil samples 'representative of the Hausa
soil categories had already been collected and are currently being
analyzed at IITA.
Dr. Amusan of Obafemi Awolowo University is
analysing soil samples collected in Ara. Dr. Karen Dvorak of IITA
is comparing Yoruba soil categories in Ayepe with soil samples
analyzed by o. s. Onasanya (1987).
It is anticipated that an
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expanded co-authored monograph comparing and contrasting t he
findings ot the soil analyses with the indigenous so i l categori es
will be completed in late 1992.
A wide variety of agricultural planners, researchers, and
extension workers have been me~ in the study sites. In addition to
discussions with Dr. Oparaguo, meetings were held with the top
administrators of the FACU (Federal Agricultural Coordination Unit)
regional office near Jos.
Similar meetings were held at FACU
headquarters in Ibadan with the leaders of the Adaptive Research
division.
Interest in indigenous agricultural knowledge is so
positive that it is likely that a workshop will be conducted in Jos
through the auspices of FACU for the staff of the Agricultural
Development Programmes in the 7 states of northeastern Nigeria in
early 1992.
A high level of involvement already exists in the
various
agricultural
research
institutes
at
Ahmadu
Bello
University.
The Institute of Agricultural Research is deeply
involved in farmer-managed research plots. Prof. Ibrahim, one of
the world's leading authorities on ethnoveterinary medicine, has
initiated a course--probably the first of its kind in the world- -on
ethnoveterinary medicine at the Faculty of Veterinary Medicine at
ABU.
The leaders of the Farming Systems Research and Extension
Network for Nigeria and West Africa, Dr. Olukosi and Dr. ogungbile,
are deeply committed to working with and through existing systems .
After this ARCIK mini-research project was organized, the
author had the opportunity to meet with Dr. Karen Dvorak at IITA .
Given her earlier work on indigenous soil systems in south India,
it was decided to expand the ARCIK study in a collaborative mode to
include more ecozones of Nigeria by working in IITA village s tudy
sites located at Zaria, Ayepe, and near Bida.
Research Findings

Ara and its 34 towns and villages are located in the Egbedore
..Local Government area of Osun State.
Nearby cities include
oshogbo, Ede, and Ejigbo.
Although there are still scattered
stands of primary tropical forest, most of the area is covered by
secondary tropical forest.
Among the existing species of
indigenous forest trees, one finds araba, iroko, ogano, mahogany,
arere, oole, teak, and afara. About 80 percent of the inhabitants
are engaged in full and part-time farming and the processing of
food such as palm oil and yam flour.
The predominant farming
system is the perennial mixed plantation system of trees bearing
cash crops such as kola, cocoa, oil palm, coffee, coconut, cashew,
citrus, guava, rubber, and mango.
The secondary farming system
deals with the biennial and annual mixed cropping of arable crops
such as yam, plantains and banana, cassava, cocoyam, maize, sweet
potato, beans, groundnuts and a wide variety of vegetables.
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The inhabitants of Ara are Yoruba.
The following question
frames in the Yoruba language were found useful in initial
elicitation of local soil terminology:
1)

What types of soil are there? Iru awon erupe wo 10 wa?/Iru i1e
wo 10 wa ni ibi?
••
•

2)

What types of yanrin are there? Iru awon
yanrin wo 10 wa?
•
Is X (yanrin) a kind of Y (eepe)? Kini yanrin je? Yanrin je
eepe i1e?
•

3)

4)
5)

. .

X (yanrin ) i s a kind of Y (eepe). Yanrin je eepe i1e.
•
•
How do you distinguish i1e du from i1e pupa? Bawo 10 se 1e mq
i1e du yatq si i1, pupa?/pawo ni ose mo iyato to wa ni aarin
i1e du ati i1e pupa?
'"

.

.

Ara is situated on a low plateau ranging in height from 500 to
1000 I . It is ringed and crisscrossed by rivers and streams. Among
the Yoruba terms for types of land forms are the following: hill oke, valley - isa1" river - odo, sloping land - 0 da tlrl, rock
outcrop - apata, small rock - apata wewe/apata were, swamp - i1e
~r9t9/akur~ (i.e. hydromorphic soils).
•
The Yorubaword for land is i1,.
To refer specifically to
soil, the term eep! i1, is used. There is a wide range of soil
types found in the Ara area. The terms used to differentiate one
type of soil from another in Ara follow the terms identified by
Osunade (1988) in other parts of the Yoruba lands.
Soil is
classified according to three criteria:
texture, colour, and
fertility.
Of the various soil categories expressed in Yoruba, only three
are
considered
completely
inappropriate
for
agricultural
activities.
These are amo, pure clay which is used for making
pottery; i1e gamo, silver-gray soil rich in mica schict which is
typically found as a third layer (C horizon) under a top layer of
humus followed by a layer of reddish-colored soil--and is regarded
as a superior material for cement and plaster; and yangi, solid
laterite stone. These three soil types are regarded as inherently
infertile (as'l~) and neither fertilizer nor fallow will bring them
into a fertile state.
There are four categories of soil that are considered useful
in various types of agricultural endeavours. These include i1! du,
dark humus rich in organic matter; bole, clay-based soil, usually
found in Ara as bole du (dark humus mixed with clay) and ~ole pupa
(reddish colored clay) ; yanrln, sandy soil, found as yanr1n oqidi,
pure white sand which can be used for agriculture if necessary but
is preferred as construction material, and yanrln dudu, sandy soil
with dark humus mixed in; and i1e olbkuta, soil mixed with small
•
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stones, of which there are two subtypes, taraa (sandy soil mixed
with small gravel) and yangi (laterized soil).
In Yoruba, dudu
means black, whereas du means to darken.
Taxonomy 1 - Yoruba soil Terms Classified by Texture

~

yangi (indurated
iron stone/pan)

ile ~n6kuti
(stoney soi~taraa (coarse
gravel)
yanrin dudu
(humified coarse
sandy)

-

'"
yanr1D
(sandy soil)

yanrin ogidi
(bleached coarse
sandy)
eep. il,
(soil)
bole (clayey soil)

Z

Ole pupa (brown to
J"eddish sandy clay
loam to sandy clay)
bole dudu (dark
humified sandy clay
loam to sandy clay)

gamo
(silver-gray soil)

il~

.

ile du (humic loam)

.

(pure clay)

,

~

The predoml.nant colours (awo = colour) are black or darkcoloured (dudu or du), reddish (pupa), and white (funfun), and soil
can be referred to as il, du, ile pupa, and ile funfun. Specific
soil types such as yinrln and bole can be further differentiated by
adding the colour descriptor (e.g. yanrln dudu, bole pupa).
Soils are regarded as either fertile or infertile. Fertile
soil (il, 016r~) is known to decline in fertility after some years
of cropping. Infertile soils are referred to as asal~, literally
meaning "land fading in fertilityit (asa-to fade; sa-.f ade; 1, from
ile, land). Fertile soils which become infertile can once, again
become fertile after a fallowing period (lgboro), although am~, ile
gamo, and yangi are considered to be inherently infertile •• AmO;
cla~ey soil, is considered infertile because of the difficulty in
working the soil when wet .
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Taxonomy 2 - Yoruba Soil Terms Classified by Colour
ile• du (dark soil; used to describe humic dark
surface soil)
eepe ile~-----------ile pupa (brown to reddish soils, commonly
(soil) .
•
with ochric epipedon)

.

ile fun fun (bleached/hiqhly leached soils,
usually medium to coarse sandy)
Taxonomy 3 - Yoruba Soil Classified by Fertility
____________ il«; 016r.

.

eep, ile _ _ _ _ _ / ,
(soil)
asale

(hiqh base status - fertile soil)

(low base status - infertile soil)

Texture of soils is differentiated by being smooth or slippery
when wet (yiY9) as for il, bole, clay-based soils, or rough or
coarse (w9b9w9b9) for yanrln, sandy soil.
Texture is also
determined according to the ability of a soil to retain water, bole
being superior to y'inrln in this criterion.
Moisture holding
capacity of soils is considered first followed by soil depth by the
extension agent in land use planning in south west Nigeria.
The Yoruba farmers in Ara are very conscious of the need for
soil management. Given the relatively low relief, the thick tree
cover, and the high degree of vegetative cover on the soil, erosion
is not as serious a problem as in other areas. Farmers recognize
soil erosion; aqbara. means surface run-off, while k'otb means
gulley, such as those seen along roads. Gulleys made by surface
run-off are called koto Aqbar'. Wind erosion is not regarded as a
problem and no specific term for this could be elicited, although
the word~jl refers to the small circular dust cloud that can occur
during the harmattan.
There are no terraces in Ara, although some of the farmers
said they were aware that such soil management existed in other
parts of Nigeria. The Yoruba term for terrace given by one farmer,
al~bib~, was not familiar to several other farmers.
Water eroded
gulleys can be called oju (hole) ~qb.ra. On sloping areas farmers
will plant tree lines and lines of pineapples to reduce the impact
of surface run-off.
Farmers are very conscious of the extractive nature of farming
on soil. Both annual food crops and tree cash crops are watched
carefully for apparent reductions in yield, the clearest indicator
of declining fertility.
There are a veriety of measures that
farmers take to regenerate fertility. Weeds (koriko) are cut and
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left to decay as one form of green manure.
Leaves are left to
decay and enrich the soil. The term for this is ir'liwe (literally
decay/rot, ewe - leaf).
In earlier days holes would be dug
and leaves buried to decay , with vegetables and maize later planted
on the cover soil.
other farmers would turn the rotting leaves
periodically to produce compost.
Neither of these practices is
common today.
Crops are knQwn to grow exceptionally well on
abandoned areas where household garbage (id9ti) had been left to
accumulate.

ra -

Ash is referred to as eeru, refuse burning is il, sisun, and
igbo kikun or oko kikun means farm/bush burning.
Most ash is
produced by burning the cut and dried bush (sisun is a term which
refers to the process of burning).
It is known to improve
fertility. Although a sedentary Fulani Village is nearby, cattle
manure (iqbe maaluu) is not used to improve soil fertility since
access to the supply is very limited.
The use of inorganic fertilizer (ajil, - literally to wake up,
j{, the sOil, il!) has increased considerably in recent years for
both tree crops and annual crops although its supply does not meet
demand. The effectiveness of inorganic fertilizers is reduced by
the fact that few farmers have soil tests carried
out before
application.
Farmers still rely on the process of fallowing, lqborb. In
earlier days the land base was such that land would frequently be
left as long as ten years in fallow.
Today the pressure on the
land has reduced this period to a fallow of 2-5 years.
Farmers recognize that each soil type has limitations and
risks associated with it.
Each soil has uses in agriculture,
construction, or production. of pottery. One desirable quality in
soil is sufficient clay content to retain water but not so much
that the soil cracks when dry.
There are very clear soil-crop
relationships. Bole pupa is best for cocoa, banana/plantain, Ghana
variety of cocoyam, palm, kola, orange, and cassava.
Ile erofo
.
(swampy areas) are best for banana, Ghana var~ety of cocoa, and
Ghana variety of cocoyam. Yinrln is good for cassava, maize, yam,
kola,
cocoa,coffee,
palm,
orange,
pineapple,
banana,
and
vegetables. Bole dudu, high in humus, is sought for cocoa, kola,
yam, orange, palm, cocoyam, pineapple, coffee, cassava, and banana.
Yinr~n dudu, not available in Ara, is known to be good for onions.
Il, o16kuti is considered adequate for production of cocoa, kola,
palm, yam, and cassava.
Yinr1.n oqidi, sand best used for making
building blocks, can also be used to grow maize, groundnuts, and
beans. Bole pupa and
are excellent for pottery, and bole dudu
and bole pupa are good for making sandcrete blocks.

. ...
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During the hot dry season, some soils are said to retain heat
which is felt to have a negative effect on crops.
One soil type
referred t .O is ile odan, regarded as the type of soil one finds in
•
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the savannah, sandy soil with gravel.
il~

The water table in the Ara area is quite high. Swampy areas,
Synonyms for such soils are
terms identified by Osunade

~r9f9, have water-logged soils.
abata, ~r~, ~rofo, and potopoto,

(1988) •

B.

•

•

.

.

•.

Ayepe

On 11 December 1991, Dr. Dvorak and the author spent a day at
Ayepe, an IITA study village near Il~-Ife.
The intent was to
compare and contrast the soil terminology collected in Ara, a
Yoruba village in 9~un state with that in Ayepe , 9Y9 state.
We
conducted a focus group discussion session with ten farmers from
Ayepe.
We found considerable overlap between Ara and Ayepe.
Several terms not learned in the initial work in Ara were
discovered in Ayepe. These were taken back to Ara and several were
found to be commonly used in Ara.
There are, however, several
terms used in Ayepe that are neither used nor known in Ara.
At a later time, Dr. Dvorak will return to Ayepe and compare
indigenous soil categories with soil analyses done on several IITA
on-farm research project fields at Ayepe. These analyses were done
by O. S. Onosanya for a 1987 M.A. thesis at the university of
Ibadan. Mr. Onosanya is currently conducting dissertation research
at Ayepe on the soils.
The group of ten farmers at Ayepe agreed that the primary soil
type in their area is bole pupa, followed by bole dudu, awokuta,
and yangi. Most of the Ara terms were found to be used in common
with the Ayepe farmers.
There were three terms used among the
Ayepe farmers that were unknown to their Ara counterparts. These
are the term 9pal~ used as a synonym for il, pupa; eleyin ire, a
type of yangi that doesn I t spread, retains water, and can be
cultivated; and ile alaadun, a clayey soil with very fine particles
found deep when a'well is dug (usually above ile amo, true clay
that usually lies immediately above the water tabie) .• 11e alaadun
breaks if used to make clay pots.
•
Several terms were learned in Ayepe which had not been found
in the initial research in Ara. These were taken back to Ara where
it was discovered they are used as soil terms there. These terms
are as follows:
i1, olokuta (gravelly soil) can be distinguished
from il, wokuta (or werekuta), soil with smaller gravels than those
in olokuta; they retain water better than olokuta. 1le onidandan
is a soil type that shines like mirrors, retains water, and is good
for production of cocoa and bananas.
A term used for infertile
soil in Ayepe, okusal~, is also known in Ara as a synonym for
asale. Another term commonly known for erosion is ojo gba yanrin
(literally, rain takes soil). Terms used to refer to slopey land
also known in Ara are ogbirigbiri and odag,rigeri. A synonym for
ile erofo,
hygromorphic soils in swampy areas, is i1e akuro, a term
.

.. .

.
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common in both areas.
Although the term eleyin ire to refer to the cultivable type
of yanqi is not known in Ara ., the farmers in Ara informed the
author that that type of yanqi is referred to in Ara as yangi
obirin (female yanqi) as opposed to yanqi ako (male yanqii a
synonym for ile yangi). yanqi obirin is rocklike (apata), spreads,
and can't be cultivated, wher~as yangi obirin doesn't spread and
can be cultivated.
The comparison between the two Yoruba towns of Ara and Ayepe
indicates clearly that there is considerable commonality in
indigenous soil terms, but also sufficient variability to warrant
attention to dialectal differences.
An important lesson is the
importance of multiple sites to learn additional terms that might
be overlooked in a particular village even after several intensive
field sessions.
Different soil types predominate in different
areas for a given ethnic group, leading to more emphasis on these
terms than those for soils of minor importance in a given locality.

c.

Richa

Research on the soil classification and management system of
the Kulere people in Richa was conducted in collaboration with Dr.
Andrew Kidd of the Jos Plateau Environmental Resources Development
Programme.
Richa is about 100 km south of Jos via Bukuru and
Bokkos, the new local government headquarters.
The surrounding
area has numerous small farming settlements, many situated in the
hills where extensive and elaborate terraces have been constructed.
The majority of the inhabitants are engaged in small-scale farming
with a focus on production of g~ains (acca, Guinea corn, maize, and
rice) and tubers (cassava and yam). There are also numerous palm
trees in the area. The Kulere term for farm is gong and for farmer
is makaruk.
Terms in the Kulere language for land forms common in the area
include the following: river - pakis, stream - dam, water - am,
rocky hill - qot, slope - agot, valley - monmajigi, boulder - ahaw,
large stone - ayi (s.) and ayuwoi (pl.), blac)c rock (basalt) - ayi
mafong, and coarse granite - ayi morosho (rough).
The Kulere term for soil is azaz.
There are four primary
types of soil differentiated py texture as follows: arob - soil
with surface stones, azaz afur/afur - gravelly soil, alad/aladau clay ... based soil, and azaz asor/asor - sandy soil.
Arob has a
subtype called aroh arobane, very rocky soil.
If the rocks and
stones are removed from the surface soil of arob, it can be
transformed into asor or aladau. Both alad and asor can be further
different'iated by colour terms (colour = mared). Alad can 1;>e alad
mowei (red) or alad mafong (black).
Asor can be red, black, or
asor machach (white). There is also asor mapete, sandy soil with
mixed colour. Another subtype is mombuk asor, sandy soil which is
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smooth and powdery.

Taxonomy 4 - Xulere Soil Terms Classified by Texture
,aroh
(soil with stones)

aroh ambanee--------)a~sor or aladau
(very rocky soil)
(sandy or clayey soil)

azaz afur/afur
(qravelly soil)
/;
/ ,azaz pudu
(smooth powdery soil)

alad mowei
(red clay)

alad/aladau#--- mombuk malad
(clayey soil)
(clay with tiny particles)
azaz
(soil)

alad mafonq
(black clay)
.)l\0mbuk asor
(smooth powdery sandy soil)

~

asor

mowei
azaz asorl
red sandy soil)
asor
(sandy soil)
asor mafonq
\(blaCk sandy soil)
\\asor machach
(white sandy soil)
\asor mapete
(mixed colour sandy soil)
\asor mokochoko/miqboke
(sandy soil with larqe/small particles)
Asor can also be differentiated according to the predominate
size of the particles of sand. Asor mokochoko refers to sandy soil
with large particles and asor migboke to sandy soil with small
particles.
It is also possible to classify the Kulere soil
according to colour terms, red (mowei), black (mafong),
(machach), and mixed (mapete).

types
white

Hombuk malad refers to clay with tiny smooth particles.
Another term, azaz pudu, refers to smooth powdery soil which is not
considered conducive ·t o production of good crops.
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Taxonomy 5 - Rulere Soil Terms Classified by Colour
alad mafonq
~black clay)

mafOnq~aSor

zaz
(black soil)

mafonq
(black sandy soil)

. . . . aroh mowei
(red stoney soil)

azaz
(soi

mowei/~alad
(red

zaz
(red soil)

i

mowei---mombuk malad
clay)
(clay with tiny
particles )
asor mowei
(red sandy soil )

~azaz mapete machach
(mixed colour - mainly white - soil)

\

mapet~

azaz
(mixed colour soil)
azaz mapete mowei
(mixed colour - mainly red - soil)

\

..L asor machach
/(Whi te sandy soil)
azaz machach
(white soil)

The three criteria used for differentiating soil types are
texture, colour and water retention (perceived in terms of soil
temperature). Cold soil (azaz awudi awud = cold) retains much
water, but hot soil (azaz ahorwushi muhorwush = hot) does not. Asor
and afar are hot soils. Alad is a cold soil.
Neither taste nor
smell is used to differentiate soils.
The Kulere farmers are very concerned with soil conservation.
The Kulere term for wind erosion of soil is baranqal, and of water
erosion of soil is honq(h)onq.
The term for a gulley is Bolol.
The harmattan is termed mushat.
The most obvious and impressive
soil conservation technique is the construction of stone terraces
to prevent soil erosion, on hillsides. The Kulere term for a single
line of stones used to make a terrace is quqor; the plural is
quqwar.
Everyone in the area has the knowledge of terrace
construction, and the origin of the technology goes back at least
to the grandparents of the current generation of adults.
The Kulere have various techniques for improving soil
fertility. Three to four year fallow periods are followed in the
open fields as well as on the terraces.
The Kulere term for
fertilizer is shinqil.
One type of shinqil is ash produced by
burning trees (ichau).
The term for ash is atoto.
Although any
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type of tree is considered good for production of ash, there are a
limited number of trees whose decayed leaves are considered very
good for improving soil fertility.
The Kulere names for these
trees are alalau, kalau , matutulu, fifir, tambau, apayau, jinji,
wara, and ali.
Household garbage is accurqulated and burned annually in April,
the ash being taken to the fields as fertilizer.
Another type of shingil i~ dung. The Kulere use several types
as follows: goat dung - dufmaruweg (duf = dung), chicken dung
(dufurkwad), cattle dung (dufukyel), pig dung (dufalede), and human
dung (dugmadafal), the latter no longer in use.
In older times
particular large stones were used as places for human defecation.
When the feaces dried, it was burned and the ash put on the fields.
Guinea corn is said to do well with chicken dung.
Cocoyam does
well with human dung. Acca grows very well with both chicken and
pig dung, but the plants won't produce heads with grain! All of
these types of shingil, ash, decayed leaves, and dung, are
considered very good for any crop, help add organic material to the
soil turning it darker in colour. They also have good carry-over
from one cropping season to the next, so it isn't necessary to
fertilize every season.
Western fertilizer is called shingil mamowei (the Kulere term
literally meaning fertilizer of the red--mowei--people i.e.
Europeans). The types in use in the Richa area include CAN, 15-1515 (NPK) , Urea, and DAP.
shingil mawawe is observed to be very
good for maize, excessive use kills crops, and after 1 - 2 years
use one must continue with it every year thereafter.
Fertility of a soil is indicated by the type of wild grasses
which grow on it.
certain species of grasses indicate to the
farmer that crops will do well.
The Kulere also differentiate soils according to the concepts
of cold (awud) and hot (muhorwush). Aladau soils are considered to
be cold. When they become water logged, crops don't grow well in
them. Asor soils are considered to be hot, good soil temperatures
being considered important for positive crop growth.
Kulere farmers have observed that the acca grain requires no
fertilizer until after 5 cropping seasons, after which goat and
cattle manure and/or western fertilizer must be applied.
The types of soils determine the planting time for crops. If
a farmer has asor, sandy soil, planting will be done later,
probably in May, to assure that the seedlings aren't short of water
and wither. If alad, clay soil, is available, the planting will be
carried out earlier. In general, farmers prefer azaz mafong, dark
loamy soil, and alad mafong, clay-based soil with a lot of dark
organic - material. If those two types are not available, the next
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best choice would be asor, sandy soil. The final choice would be
afur, gravelly soil. Aroh, stony soil, would only be used after
the tedious task of clearing all the stones were completed,
essentially transforming the indigenous soil type into asor or
alad.
Kulere farmers have considerable knowledge about which crops
they can grow well on particular types of soils. Alad, clay soil,
is not good for acca, but cocoyam, banana, palm, and mango do very
well on it. Crops don't grow as fast on alad as they do on asor.
If one plants a palm tree on asor it will grow quickly and produce
fruits faster than if it had been planted on alad.
In the long
run, however, palms planted on alad will be taller and the fruits
bigger than those planted on asor.
Because asor does not ret~in rainwater, timing of sowing must
be correct. If the planting time is correct, cassava can be grown
on asor. Acca, Guinea corn, yam, maize, and rice will do well only
if the rains are sufficient.
Lul, the Kulere name for grass used for thatch, does
afur, gravelly soil. It is the farmer's last choice for
but acca and Guinea corn can be produced if the farmer has
or asor. Cocoyam and banana will not grow in this soil,
and mango will do well.

well on
a soil,
no alad
but lul

D. Zaria
Although the actual field research was carried out with the
chief and elders of Danhayamaka village in Makarfi Local
Goverenment area near Zaria, as well as with knowledgeable faculty
at Ahmadu Bello University and agronomists with the IITA working in
Zaria, three other important sources of information on Hausa soil
classification and management systems were utilized. The first was
that of the Hausa dry-season farmers at the Delimi River in
Naraguta near Jos (see Phillips-Howard and Kidd 1991). The author
had the oppoortunity to visit this impressive agricultural site
where a myriad of vegetable crops are grown on rehabilitated soils
from the tin mines. In Richa, Or. Kidd and the author were able to
. collect comparative terms in Hausa for many of the Kulere terms
from two field assistants, Ali Mele and Sale Abdullahi. The author
took these terms to Zaria where they became a base from which to
start elicitation of additional terms.
Or. Kidd searched three
Hausa dictionaries (see Newman; BargerYi and Abrahams) for correct
spellings of many of the following terms ('k = k; 'b = h; 'a = a).
Hausa terms for land forms include stone, mountain, hill dutse (pl. duwatsu), large, flat rock - talale, river bank - gaba,
river - gulbi, desert - hamada, valley - kwari, gorge/deep channel
cut by water - kwazazzabo, boulder-fa, bottom of a slope - gangare.
Other terms are water - ruwa, harmattan - hunturu, buda/hazo - dry,
windy harmattan haze,fangali - irrigation bed, tari - drought,
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feqi - plot of land, qandu - big farm, qan'do - dam, qarka - small,
fenced-in garden, qona (pi. qonaki) -farm, hu'da - banked up soil
to form ridges, juji - rubbish heap, kurmi - thick forest, 'karama
- stream, lambu - garden/irrigated land, makiyaya - pasture, noma farming, rafi - irrigated plot, saura - fallow, disused farm and
farmer - manomi (pl. manoma). fadama (pl. fadamomi; fadamu) is the
term used to refer to marshy low-lying land that is flooded in the
wet season, saturated areas where dry-season farming can take
place.
The Hausa term for soil is 'kasa (pi. 'kasashe).
Many
indigenous soil types can be modified by adding colour terms: far in
(farar) - white, jan - red, and bakin (bakar) - black.
'Xwayan
kasa refers to a particle of soil (cf. 'kwayan masara, a grain of
maize; 'kwayan shinkafa, a grain of rice).
Soil types can be
divided into those recognized as good for agriculture and those
used for non-agricultural purposes. Several types of soil used for
non-agricultural purposes can be used in agriculture if the farmer
has no access to the preferred types for agriculture.
Agricultural soil types include the following: dosayi, heavy
loam with considerable organic matter mixed with jiqawa (pi.
jiqayi; jiqawu), sandy soil that retains moisture; bakar 'kasa,
black loam; farar 'kasa, limestone (also used to refer to
whitewash); tsakuwa (pl. tsakuwoyi), gravelly soil; da'baro,
compact black loamy soil; jiqawa, sandy soil used for agriculture;
laka, clay-based muddy soil found in marshy areas; sha'buwa,
infertile
sandy
soil;
fa'ko
(pl.
fa'ka'ke;
fat'tai),
stoney/gravelly barren red lateritic soil that dessicates quickly
and is not a preferred soil for agriculture, sometimes referred to
as jan qarqari - a term used more frequently to refer to pure
laterite used for non-agricultural purposes; jan 'tasa, red
lateritic surface soil used for agriculture; and ta'bo, moisture
saturated soil or mud which is not sandy, but has clay content.
Fadama is a term used to refer in general to lowland hydromorphic
black soils in marshy areas.
Terms used to refer to soils used in non-agricultural pursuits
include yashi/farin yashi, infertile, fine-grained river s.a nd, good
for construction; tur'baya refers to sandy soil not as fine-grained
as rairayi that is used to make bricks; rairayi, very fine-grained
river sand sieved from yashi for special construction uses such as
wall plaster; yum'bu, processed high clay content soil mixed with
grass for use in house construction or production of potterY; jan
gargari, pure laterite not suited for agriculture (in Bargery it is
defined as red, clayey soil useless for farming); farar 'tasa,
processed or refined limestone; marmara (pi. maramarai), nonagricultural laterite, also called ironstone or quartzite which
used to be cut into blocks and used in house construction.
Farar and batar are feminine forms for their masculine
equivalents farin (white) and bakin (black). Ta'bo, mUd, usually
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refers to fadama soils, but can also refer to moisture saturated
soils in upland areas.
Taxonomy 6 - Rausa Terms tor Aqricultural Soils

/ta'bo (clayey moisture - saturated soil)
fa'ko (qravelly red laterite)
jan 'kasa (red laterite soil)

/ /

~ laka

(olay-based muddy soil)

__-----jiqawa (sandy soil)
'kas~~~=--------------tsakuwa

(qravelly soil)

(soil)
-~farar 'kasa (limestone)

"' ,

' ~da'baro

(black loamy

80il)

bakar 'kasa (blaok loam)
osayi (heavy loam with sandy soil)
Taxonomy 7 - Rausa Terms for Non-Aqrioultural soils
farar 'kasa (limestone)
yum'bu

(hiqh olay-oontent soil)

'kasa~~=---------------marmara

(soil)

(ironstone)

-

=========jan gargari (laterite)
yashi/farin yashi/tur'baya
rairayi
(fine-qrained sand)
(very tine sand)

Hausa farmers are very aware of soil erosion, particularly in
the savannah area around Zaria. Hausa terms include ququwa - wind
erosion, and wuriya - gulley.
Terms for infertile barren land
useless for agriculture are sha'buwa and saimo. Tsadari is very
hard soil that is difficult to farm; tsandauri refers to a barren
place where soil is very hard. Zaqe and zaizaye are terms meaning
erode.
The Hausa have a wide arayof terms for types of fertilizers.
manure/fertilizer, is differentiated into taltin zamani,
modern fertilizers, and takin qaqajiya, traditional ones.
The
terms recorded in great detail by Phillips-Howard and Kidd (1991)
for the Hausa dry-season farmers at Naraguta were all well-known by
the Hausa farmers in the Zaria area. The four major types of takin
Taki,
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qaqajiya are toka (ash), kashi (manure), shara (sweepings), and
bola (pl. bololi) (domestic refuse).
It is apparently widely
accepted among Hausa farmers that the most effective fertilizer is
kashin balbela, cattle egret manure. Any available animal manure
will be used on the fields. Although cattle manure (kashin shanu)
is- readily available, the farmers recognize that it contains
numerous weed seeds which will increase the burden on the women who
weed the farms.
Phillips-Howard and Kidd (1991) described in
detail the ten criteria used by Hausa farmers to evaluate
fertilizer types, and the many Hausa names coined to refer to
various types of modern fertilizers.
One of the criteria is
whether the impact of the fert i lizer on the crops is zafi (hot) or
sanyi (cold). Zafi fertilizers will wither or burn the crops.
Hausa farmers recognize that particular soil types are
suitable for particular crops.
Some of these soil-crop
relationships are as follows:
fa'ko - maize, sorghum; dosayi maize, sorghum; bakar 'kasa - maize, sorghum, cowpea; farar 'kasa Guinea corn, maize. sugar cane, sweet potato; tsakuwa - maize,
sorghum, cotton; da'baro - maize, sorghum; jigawa - maize, sorghum,
cowpea, rice; laka - Guinea corn, maize, sorghum, sweet potato,
millet, sugar cane, tobacco; jan 'kasa - maize, tomatoes; yashi maize, sorghum, groundnut; jan qarqari - maize, cowpea, sorghum,
cotton.

Bida is located in a region with extensive flood plains and
numerous inland valleys through which smaller streams flow to join
the rivers. Many villages are located through these inland valleys
where extensive dry season agriculture takes place along the stream
beds. Dry season mounds are used to produce crops such as cassava
and sweet potatos. The bunds and mounds are levelled after these
crops are harvested to form rice paddies during the rainy season.
Fields further away from the streams in the inland valleys are
cropped
only during the rainy season.
The indigenous Nupe
agricultural engineering results in very impressive and beautiful
dry season fields.
The Nupe farmers have a large vocabulary that allows them to
discuss the intricacies of their dry and wet season agricultural
pursuits.
Question frames that allow an outsider insights into
their soil classification system include the following: Kin yiri
Kichizhi dan lati webo? kin yiri kichi lati weyio? - What kinds of
soil are there on your farm?; Jikanawasa yiri gukin danbo? - What
types of jikanawasa are there?; Jikanawasa kin yiri ndoci yio? - Is
jikanawasa a type of soil? (Answer: Eba, kin yiri ndoci wun yio. Yes, it is a type of agricultural soil); ki eza qa kpe jikanazhi ye
kperi o? - How would you distinguish between one soil type and
another?
The Nupe have a wide variety of terms used to describe land
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forms.
These include the following: pati
hill/mountain;
ndaduma/edu - river; nuwan - water; teku - ocean; kpankoro - ravine
or gorge; ewon - pond; bat a - inland valley or flood plain (cf.
Hausa - fadama); dinye/jefi - fertile valley; kinti - upland field
(i.e. fields located upstream in an inland valley); kaji - short
type of termite mound; qana - very tall type of termite mound;
dankun - the piece of land surrounding a termite mound; kpaata - a
large area of land that cannot be cultivated because the soil
surface has become naturally co~pact and hard; kun - stream; efanti
- a large area of sloping farm land (usually located in an upland
field - kinti) that has lost its fertility as a result of runoff,
the opposite of dinye, fertile valley.
The Nupe have a general term for soil (jikanan) that can be
modified by colour terms (e.g. jikanabokun - white soil). The term
for agricultural soil is kin.
Related terms that are not
considered types of soil include takun - stone/boulder/rock arid
tswanbi - ironstone, although tswaDbi has been observed to break
down and become a soil. Equn is the term for any soil used to make
mud that is mixed with straw for reinforcement and then used in
house construction. The term is often modified with a colour term
such as equndzuru - red mud/soil used for house con~truction.
Soils are classified several ways by the Nupe, by fertility,
colour, and texture and use.
Any fertile soil is called
kinaqbukana and any infertile soil is called kinabona.
Taxonomy 8 - Nupe soil Terms Based on Fertility

kin

~

kinaqbUkana

(fertile soil)

aqricultural soil)
kinabona (infertile soil)

The term for colour in Nupe is kala/nuwa. Names for specific
colours are bokun (white), zhiko (black), dzuru (red) and pura
(light brown).
These are used to modify the general terms for
agricultural soil (kin) as shown in Taxonomy 9.
Taxonomy 9 - Nupe Soil Terms Based on Colour
kinbokun (white soil)
kin
(black loamy soil)
indzuru (red soil)
(liqht brown soil)
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The Nupe use the term ji~anan to describe any type of soil.
The term kin differentiates those recognized to be used in
agriculture. Although there is no specific single term to describe
soils used in non-agricultural purposes, there are several soil
types recognized as such.
Types of agricultural soils include
kinzhiko (black loamy soil), jikanaw•• a/jikanaputu (sandy soil),
putu (sandy soil that has been mixed with ashes with the as.h es
being a higher percentage than the sandy soil), erwaqi (unsaturated
clayey soil), and edo (satur~ted clayey soil).
Each of these
agricultural soil types can be further modified by colour as
follows: jikanawasa (bokun, zhiko, dzuru, and pura) , erwaqi (bokun
and pura) , edo (bokun, zhiko and pura).
Non-agricultural soils which can also be modified by colour
terms include chiakia (laterite), (colour types being dzuru and
pura) and ezun (pure clay used to make pottery) which can also be
modified by colour (bokun and zhiko). Gravel, takunsbeshenqi, is
also regarded as an unproductive soil for agriculture.
Taxonomy 10 - Nupe Soil Terms Based on Texture and Use
kinzhiko (loam)

jikanawasa (sandy)

putu (sandy
withashes)

erwaqi (unsaturated clay )
edo (saturated clay)
chiakia (laterite)

~takunsheShenqi
[non-aqr~al soil]
~ezun(Pure

(qravel)

clay)

When farmers were asked to name the most common soils in their
area they tended to use terms modified by colour such as kinzhiko,
kinbokun, and kindzuru.
Kinzhiko, black loamy soil, was a
preferred soil type regarded as excellent for all crops. crop-soil
relationships were also expressed as follows:
kinzhiko (black
loamy soil) - rice, cassava, sweet potato, okra, sorghum, yam,
maize, roselle, ground nuts (dry season), bambara nuts; edo
(saturated clay)
rice (rainy season), and vegetables (dry
season); kinbokun (white soil) - yam (major crop), millet, bambara
nuts, cassava, sweet potato, sorghum, melon, pepper, groundnuts,
okra; kindzuru (red soil) - sorghum, millet, melon, cowpea, okra,
sweet potato, pepper, groundnuts, and cassava; kinpura {light brown
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soil) - yam, sorghum, maize, millet, groundnuts, melon, and sweet
potato.
There are Nupe terms for soil management.
Water erosion is
recognized as a problem.
Lenje refers to gully erosion,
jinkanaqbaa to sheet erosion; kaqbo ke nya kin ebo nyanqici jeo
describes the loss of soil nutrients through the process of
percolation. Wind erosion is not regarded as a serious problem and
there is no single term to d.e scribe it in Nupe.
Agricultural
practices used to control the flow of water include the
construction of types of bunds variously called qbaaqba, naman,
qakpan, qbara, and qbaraqi.
Nupe farmers are concerned with soil fertility. Traditionally
they have kept goats and she~p penned up to collect their dung
(ebinanqi is general term used to refer to both goat and sheep
dung; goat - wuria; sheep - kinqbagba). Composite dung is called
shekpata and is a mixture of dung with ashes produced from
household sweepings (tutunti; cf. bola in Hausa).
Chicken dung
(ebibishe) and cattle dung (ebinanko) are also en corpora ted into
the soil. Ash from burning stubble as well as household rubbish
(tutunpere)
is also encorporated.
The general term for
encorporation is eqopafikinbo. Inorganic fertilizer is also used
and terms include taki, taki zaman, and taki nasara (n.sar.a meaning
European; cf. bature - Hausa).
When agricultural soil begins to
lose its fertility it is allowed to fallow. The fallow system is
called kinfifa or kinyafa. Farmland soil that is allowed to fallow
is called akinyafa, while the fallowed piece of agricultural land
is called nunfu.

conclusions
The three indigenous soil classification systemE$ for the
Yoruba, Kulere, and Hausa are very similar, being based on
identifiable
properties
of
texture,
colour,
and
water
retentiveness. All three systems include comparable knowledge of
the nature of soil fertility and ways to retain and improve
fertility.
All systems have knowledge of soil erosion and have
management systenms designed to curtail it. It is also clear that
we can learn a great deal from small-scale farmers even through
this type of rapid rural appraisal approach to the recording of
indigenous knowledge systems.
Farmers in all three sites have
limited access to inorganic fertilizer. The traditional types are
considered better for long term sustainability of the soil
structure and fertility.
The Hausa dry-season farmers at Naraguta north of Jos have
carried out a remarkable rehabilitatiion of soils regarded by most
agriculturalists as useless for agriculture.
The rehabilitation
process has involved numerous experiments with traditional and
modern fertilizers, very creative engineering trials for movement
of water, and trials with a wide variety of crops. The Jos Plateau
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Environmental Resources Development Programme is supporting a very
effecti ve farmer-to-farmer training programme through which Ron
farmers are being trained in an apprenticeship relationship with
the Hausa farmers. The Ron farmers will take the new techniques
back to similar environmental situations in their own areas south
of Jos.
The Hausa use of cattle egret manure as a preferred fertilizer
over all others was surprising to the author, but common knowledge
among all Hausa farmers who were met.
Dr.
Otchere at ABU had
heard that one of the ABU researchers was analyzing the content of
the egret manure and promised to obtain the results.
Dr. Oparaguo expressed keen interest in the elaborate and
extensive terraces in the Richa area. Similar terraces constructed
by western-trained agricultural engineers would be extraordinarily
expensive • . He felt this could be yet another opportunity for
farmer-to-farmer training as much of the Plateau area is similar in
relief to that found in the Richa area.
Given the fact that the systems recorded in each site were
completed in a relatively short period of time, and with a very
limited number of farmers, the variation which could exist in each
classification system by gender, age, type of education, and
occupational background could not be determined. This should be
handled by one or more graduate students in Nigeria who could use
the results for their theses.
The skeletal taxonomies recorded
have, however, clearly provided the basis for basic communication
with the farmers and the beginning point for understanding how
their knowledge system influences their decision-making for
farming. The importance of this for the extension process is very
clear.
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